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As the Kremlin debates how to spend tens of billions of dollars from its rainy-day fund to
jump-start growth, rare public divisions are emerging within the economic team that’s made
Russia’s bonds an investor favorite.

The tensions highlight the growing pressure from President Vladimir Putin to revive the
sluggish economy, which has battered his public support and fueled protests around the
country. The central bank and critics of the spending plan say the extra money won’t do much
to get growth going but could undermine hard-won economic stability that’s earned Russia
praise from investors, rating agencies and the International Monetary Fund.

“The political pressure to do something about growth is very strong now,” said Christopher
Granville, managing director for EMEA and global political research at TS Lombard in London.
“If it looks like the government is determined to spend something, the central bank will be
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even more cautious than it has been already.”

Related article: Russia’s Top Borrowers Join Calls to Let Banks Use Domestic Ratings

The debate over loosening the budget reins is especially fraught in Russia following the
introduction of a fiscal rule two years ago aimed at insulating the economy and the ruble from
the ups and downs of oil prices. The mechanism diverts revenue from when crude prices are
above $40 a barrel into the National Wellbeing Fund, to be used primarily when times get
tough.

The IMF said in August that this mechanism “anchors fiscal policy” and warned that changes
“should be avoided to firmly establish its credibility.” The central bank argues spending from
the fund could undo much of that progress, and that triggered an unusually blunt warning last
week from the Finance Ministry to stick to monetary policy.

“The aim of the wellbeing fund was to ensure stability against swings in the oil price,” said
Oleg Vyugin, a former senior central bank official who is now chairman of the Moscow
Exchange. “If they start spending the war chest, the ruble will strengthen and dependence on
oil will rise sharply.”

Spending temptation

But the temptation to tap into that money has grown along with the fund balance — which
now exceeds $122 billion. Russia expects to hit the legal threshold for beginning to spend the
money early next year and the battle over where it will go is already heating up.

At stake is as much as $47 billion a year in 2020-21, according to Renaissance Capital. That’s
about 2.5% of GDP, or roughly double what the federal government spends on health and
education.

Initially, the government said the money would go to projects aimed at stimulating exports,
but located outside Russia to limit the flow of the oil revenue back into the economy and thus
the impact on inflation and the ruble. But in recent months, officials have said they’d consider
big domestic projects — from gas in the Arctic to urban beautification and public transport.

Related article: Russia's Rosneft and Finance Ministry Wrestle Over Arctic Funding

The central bank has mounted an intensifying campaign to warn of the risks using the money
at home would have for inflation and exchange-rate stability, hinting that it might have to
slow interest-rate cuts to counteract it.

Last week, governor Elvira Nabiullina went further, saying in a speech that the government
should be more “transparent” about its plans and just raise the oil price in the fiscal rule from
the current $40 a barrel — anathema for a government that’s staked its credibility on not
changing that fundamental parameter.

Nabiullina’s comment elicited an unusual public denunciation from the Finance Ministry,
which called it “strange” and told the Central Bank to stick to monetary policy.
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The tensions are likely to pick up this fall as the government moves toward deciding just how
much it will spend and how, leaving investors to worry.

“History shows that investment projects in Russia often lead to capital outflows and rising
inflation,” said Elina Ribakova, deputy chief economist at the Institute of International
Finance in Washington.
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